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Last November, AAESS celebrated the UAE's National Day. It was a very
fun day and it was wonderful to see people celbrating the UAE.

In the morning, primary classes walked around the school so that parents
could take pictures of their childre and their friends.

After that, primary classes went to the hall and watched performances.
First, the boys did an Emirati dance which is called, Alyawala. After that,
girls from Arabic 2 classes danced to an English song, but the song was
talking about the UAE. Emirati girls (including this reporter) were the last ones to dance. They danced in the same style as
Emirati women. After that, everyone went to their classes to eat what their
classmates brought to share. When they finished eating, they went outside.

National Day - Al Ghala

In the canteen, there was a very large cake that had UAE colours and the number 47. There was also a buffet that had traditional
Emirati food. At lunchtime, Principal Thomas cut the cake and everyone liked it. That was really nice!

On the blue area, people sold UAE bracelets and sweets as well as women were doing henna for people. In the sand area, there
were camels that belonged to an Emirati student. Students came to look and whoever wanted to ride the camels could and you did
not have to pay. This was a great National Day for AAESS!

National Day - Saisha

We had a wonderful assembly filled with dances and
performances celebrating the UAE and Islamic culture.

There were many stalls which were selling different things
like Arabic-style henna, UAE jewelry, and candy. People
were able to have camel or even horse rides. There were
adventurous Emiratis who controlled camels and horses that
were on the sandy area.

At lunch, many classes had a feast in their rooms and then
we went home at 12pm.

This day was a wonderful, joyous celebration This day also
shows that we might not all be from the UAE, but we
appreciate it. We are grateful to Sheikh Zayed for uniting
the seven Emirates and making the UAE a prosperous
country!



At the age of 12, he joined his first golf club and loved the experience.
A man who lived up the road from him, Neil Campbell, used to play golf all the time and would give Mr. Buchanan tips, hints and
tricks to improve his golf strategies and to like the sport even more. He became Mr. Buchanan's lifelong inspiration.
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If you've ever been down to the golf club you've likely seen
Tom Buchanan. Mr. Buchanan is a golf professional who
teaches golf at the Golf Club in Al Ain and whose daughter
Sophia is in Year 4 at AAESS. He enjoys the sport very
much.

Mr. Buchanan is from Stranraer in southwest Scotland. He
has played golf for 21 years. He turned professional in
1998.

His interest in golf started because he played a variety of
sports with friends, such as: hockey, squash and rugby.

Community Spotlight: Tom Buchanan

Nonsense Poem

Birds who live in the tick tock trees
Like to eat jam and peas
Their beaks are so long
Their feathers are blonde
Their wings are nice
But they hate to chase mice

In his early childhood, he had a bad shot and threw his golf club in anger and
broke it. His mum made him pay for the club and Mr. Buchanan learned a
lesson. If you break it, you pay for it.

Mr. Buchanan has played in various tournaments. The biggest tournament he
played in was the HSBC Championship, Abu Dhabi. He played with players
like Rory McIlroy, Justin Rose, Matt Kuchar, and more. He says it was, "an
unreal experience which was just crazy!"

Another great moment was when he got his first hole-in-one last September.
Mr. Buchanan counts that as another reason he loves golf and hopes someday
his kids will love it as much as he does.

Chocolate Haiku

Chocolate is nice
It is made from cacao beans
It tastes like heaven

Books

Everyone likes books
Everyone likes how they look
They are so fun
Now I am done

Writer's Block

This space is saved for anyone who has
writing they would like to be featured.
Sometimes there will only be one
contributor, other times there will be
several.

This issue's guest writer is, Dana

written by Avantika interview conducted by Leila
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1. Mahmud: Why are you a teacher?
Mr. Sommerville: I like making a difference to young
people.

2. MA: What are some difficulties in your class?
MS: Making sure that everyone's needs are met; even the

quiet ones.

3. MA: Do you enjoy your job?
MS: Yes, I do. I love it.

4 MA: If you weren't a teacher, what would you be?
MS: An author.

5. MA: Who are members of your family?
MS: My wife Arnna and our 3 kids: Mollie, Abbie, and

Elliott.

6. MA: What's life like outside of school?
MS: I like to spend time with my family, coach rugby, and

travel to Italy.

7. MA: Are you proud of being a member at AAESS?
MS: Yes, absolutely. I've been here for 6 years.

8. MA: Why do you want to work at AAESS?
MS: Because there lots of exciting challenges and it's a

great community at the school.

9. MA: What talents do you have?
MS: I can stack coins from my elbow.

10. MA: Who do you think are the top students?
MS: Anyone who works hard to their potential.
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Teacher Feature

The Vet: Mike Sommerville
Role: Assistant Principal and Teacher
Interviewed by: Mahmud

1. Wuntia: Why did you want to be a teacher?
Ms. Stockley: I used to a swimming teacher, and I found
I realy, really enjoyed working with children every day. I
find it fun and I love seeing children learn and improve.

2. W: What are your favourite sports?
HS: Well, actually I do triathlons which involve cycling,

running and swimming. Swimming is definitely my
favourite part.

3. W Is it hard to teach your class?
HS: It depends on what mood they're in. They can make it

challenging but usually they're really good fun.

4. W Did you always want to be a teacher?
HS: No. I used to want to work in sports. Maybe in

physiotherapy. I did always want to work with
children, and eventually I changed my mind and
became a teacher instead.

5. What was it like when you were a kid?
HS: It was lots of fun! Being a child is great; you've got

no responsibility. You get to be with your friends.

6. How did you find out about AAESS?
HS: I searched the internet. One year ago I had no

idea where Al Ain was! I looked on the internet
found a job and thought, "Well, that sounds
interesting. I'll go there."

7. Were you scared on your first day at AAESS?
HS: I was quite nervous because it was very different to

my last school.

8. Was your first day fun?
HS: Yes. It was lots of fun getting to know a new class.

9. What other schools did you teach at?
HS: I taught at schools in Malaysia and London.

10. Are you proud to be a teacher?
HS: I am very proud. The children make me feel proud.

The Rookie: Hannah Stockley
Role: Year 5 Head and Teacher
Interviewed by: Wuntia

Each issue, two teachers will be interviewed by our intrepid reporters. One will be a 'vet' who has been at AAESS
for a couple of years and the other will be a 'rookie' who just joined the school this year.



Word Search by Al Ghala

Comedy Corner
by Alexander

Q: Why didn't the chicken
cross the road?
A: Because, he was bored of
doing the same joke over and
over again. Q: What do you call a sad UFO?

A: A crying saucer.

Q: What do you call a dog falling
from a great height?
A: A chi-wa-waaaaaa!!!!

Alexander's Riddle Challenge
I have no sense nor colour. I stick to the ground and follow you
around. Who am I?

**If you think you can solve the riddle, put your answer in the """""TribuneRiddle Box
outside Mr. T's classroom. A winner will be randomly selected from all correct
answers.
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